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OK, well, I don’t think anyone is going argue for the beauty of SAL annotations. However, just because they’re
hideous to look at doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t bother with them. In fact, here at OSR one might say we’ve
become obsessed with SAL annotations. We find ourselves annotating functions more and more, especially
when it comes to functions that we expect someone else to use (i.e. callbacks and APIs).

In case you’ve passed on SAL annotations up to this point, or find yourself stuck limited to simply _In_ and
_Out_ annotations, I thought I’d break down a function that I just finished annotating and am pretty pleased
with. If you’re not familiar AT ALL with SAL annotations, then I suggest you stop now and read the excellent
MSDN documentation: Using SAL Annotations to Reduce C/C++ Code Defects.

The function in question is PolicyGetKeyNewFile, which is a customer supplied callback defined as part of
the Policy DLL interface to our next generation file encryption Solution Kit. The goal of this callback is for the
customer to return four pieces of information for a new encrypted file:

1. A customer defined Policy Header Data blob to be stored within the file, along with its size
2. The encryption algorithm to use to encrypt the data for the file
3. Key material for the encryption, along with its size
4. An optional cookie value that will be passed to a separate callback when the last

handle to the newly created file is closed (note that this is a seldom used feature for a specific use
case)

The callback is provided path information for the newly created file as well as the thread identifier of the
thread creating the file. This function is allowed to fail if the necessary information cannot be retrieved and a
successful call must return valid values for all of the above (i.e. none of these are optional).

A trivially annotated prototype for the callback is as follows:

bool
PolicyGetKeyNewFile(
     _In_ FE_POLICY_PATH_INFORMATION *PolicyPathInfo,
     _In_ DWORD ThreadId,
     _Out_ PVOID *PolHeaderData,
     _Out_ DWORD *PolHeaderDataSize,
     _Out_ LPCWSTR *PolUniqueAlgorithmId,
     _Out_ PVOID *PolKey,
     _Out_ DWORD *PolKeySize,
     _Out_ PVOID *PolCleanupInfo
);

The _In_ and _Out_ are certainly better than nothing as they make the direction of the parameters clear.
PolicyPathInfo and ThreadId are provided by us when calling the callback, everything else must be provided by
the callback itself before returning. However, with the exception of the two input parameters, there is SO
much more we can do with SAL to make the intent of these parameters clear that it’s really a waste to not
bring this further. Note that the annotations are not simply cosmetic, each of these annotations is used by
Visual Studio’s Code Analysis feature to find defects in the usage of the parameters. What’s even better is that
we can find defects in both the implementation of the callback as well as in the code that calls the callback.
More about that as we look further into this.

The first refinement that we can make is to use _Outptr_ instead of _Out_ when expecting a pointer return.
While these parameters all have data types that indicate their usage, we can be explicit about this in our SAL
and give Code Analysis a bit more information about what we’re doing. An updated revision of the function
might be:

bool
PolicyGetKeyNewFile(
     _In_ FE_POLICY_PATH_INFORMATION *PolicyPathInfo,
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     _In_ DWORD ThreadId,
     _Outptr_ PVOID *PolHeaderData,
     _Out_ DWORD *PolHeaderDataSize,
     _Outptr_ LPCWSTR *PolUniqueAlgorithmId,
     _Outptr_ PVOID *PolKey,
     _Out_ DWORD *PolKeySize,
     _Outptr_ PVOID *PolCleanupInfo
);

But we can bring this much further. The pointer returned in PolHeaderData is sized by the DWORD returned in
PolHeaderDataSize. Same deal with PolKey and PolKeySize. SAL actually gives us a way to express this by putting
some modifiers on our _Outptr_ annotations, indicating that the resulting pointer is actually a buffer of Size
bytes. The annotation for this is _Outptr_result_bytebuffer_(Size), which we can see in our next update to the
function:

bool
PolicyGetKeyNewFile(
     _In_ FE_POLICY_PATH_INFORMATION *PolicyPathInfo,
     _In_ DWORD ThreadId,
     _Outptr_result_bytebuffer_(*PolHeaderDataSize) PVOID *PolHeaderData,
     _Out_ DWORD *PolHeaderDataSize,
     _Outptr_ LPCWSTR *PolUniqueAlgorithmId,
     _Outptr_result_bytebuffer_(*PolKeySize) PVOID *PolKey,
     _Out_ DWORD *PolKeySize,
     _Outptr_ PVOID *PolCleanupInfo
);

Granted, we’re getting a big ugly here, but trust me this is worth it! Code Analysis will now perform bounds
checking on both the implementation of this function as well as the caller of this function. If the callback
supplies a length that is larger than the buffer allocation, the callback will receive a Code Analysis warning. If
the caller tries to read more bytes from the buffer than specified by the length, the caller gets a Code Analysis
warning. Win, win!

But, wait, there’s more! We don’t want or allow the callback to return a length of zero for these buffers, so
PolHeaderDataSize and PolKeySize must be greater than zero. We can actually express this in the SAL using the
_Deref_out_range_ annotation:

bool
PolicyGetKeyNewFile(
     _In_ FE_POLICY_PATH_INFORMATION *PolicyPathInfo,
     _In_ DWORD ThreadId,
     _Outptr_result_bytebuffer_(*PolHeaderDataSize) PVOID *PolHeaderData,
     _Out_ _Deref_out_range_(>, 0) DWORD *PolHeaderDataSize,
     _Outptr_ LPCWSTR *PolUniqueAlgorithmId,
     _Outptr_result_bytebuffer_(*PolKeySize) PVOID *PolKey,
     _Out_ _Deref_out_range_(>, 0) DWORD *PolKeySize,
     _Outptr_ PVOID *PolCleanupInfo
);

Now the callback must specify a size greater than zero for each of these results or, you guessed it, they’ll get a
Code Analysis warning.

There are two more refinements we can make to the remaining out parameters. PolUniqueAlgorithmId is used
to return an LPCWSTR, thus we know it’s a constant wide character string. Using SAL, we can refine slightly by
indicating that the resulting string pointer must be NULL terminated using the _Outptr_result_z_ annotation.

Lastly, PolCleanupInfo must be set by the callback but it may be set to NULL, thus we can indicate that NULL is
a valid return value for this parameter by using the _Outptr_result_maybenull_ annotation. This makes the
(almost complete) annotation:

bool
PolicyGetKeyNewFile(
     _In_ FE_POLICY_PATH_INFORMATION *PolicyPathInfo,
     _In_ DWORD ThreadId,
     _Outptr_result_bytebuffer_(*PolHeaderDataSize) PVOID *PolHeaderData,
     _Out_ _Deref_out_range_(>, 0) DWORD *PolHeaderDataSize,
     _Outptr_result_z_ LPCWSTR *PolUniqueAlgorithmId,
     _Outptr_result_bytebuffer_(*PolKeySize) PVOID *PolKey,
     _Out_ _Deref_out_range_(>, 0) DWORD *PolKeySize,
     _Outptr_result_maybenull_ PVOID *PolCleanupInfo
);

Now for one final improvement…Clearly our intention is that these output parameters must be specified when
the callback is successful. On error, we don’t care if they are set or not because the caller will not inspect them.
Enter the _Success_ annotation, which does two things:

1. Indicates what return values from this function indicate success
2. Makes any parameter annotated as output optional in the failure case(s). In other words, if the return

value of the callback is a failure, there is no need for the callback to set the output of these parameters.
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If you’re familiar with SAL, you might rightfully ask how the second point above is different from marking the
parameters as some variant of _Out_opt_. The key is that by annotating the return value, we are saying that
these parameters must be set if the function is successful. However, on failure, they can effectively be treated
as optional. An _Out_opt_ is truly optional, meaning that it need not be set for either success of failure, which
is not what we want.

In our case, we want to indicate that a return value of true means the callback was successful. Thus, we finally
have the full prototype of this function in all of its SAL gory glory:

bool
_Success_(return == true)
PolicyGetKeyNewFile(
     _In_ FE_POLICY_PATH_INFORMATION *PolicyPathInfo,
     _In_ DWORD ThreadId,
     _Outptr_result_bytebuffer_(*PolHeaderDataSize) PVOID *PolHeaderData,
     _Out_ _Deref_out_range_(>, 0) DWORD *PolHeaderDataSize,
     _Outptr_result_z_ LPCWSTR *PolUniqueAlgorithmId,
     _Outptr_result_bytebuffer_(*PolKeySize) PVOID *PolKey,
     _Out_ _Deref_out_range_(>, 0) DWORD *PolKeySize,
     _Outptr_result_maybenull_ PVOID *PolCleanupInfo
);

Sure, it’s ugly. Sure, it took several tries before the annotations were exactly how I wanted them. However, I’ve
now saved Policy DLL developers from any confusion about what our intentions are for these parameters.
Even better, if they enable Code Analysis for every build (which we strongly recommend), they’ll get an error at
compile time for returning an unexpected value.

If I have managed to intrigue you with the above, I highly recommend at scanning the Annotating Function
Parameters and Return Values documentation page. The list here is not comprehensive (for that you will need
to refer to sal.h), but does a nice job pointing out the major annotations.

I’ll also leave you with two closing tips as you dive further into the world of SAL:

1. If you’re not sure how to use an annotation, search the Microsoft supplied header files (both WDK and
SDK). There are multiple examples of just about everything

2. As you’re working through your annotations, you must actually try the code to ensure that the
annotations are catching what you think they’re catching. For example, in the above annotations
setting PolKeySize to zero should result in a Code Analysis warning. You would be foolish to simply
believe that you’re properly expressing what it is you mean. The annotations are subtle, weird,
sometimes buggy, and overall just not necessarily intuitive. Better to know that you have it right than
have a false sense of security.
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